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ABSTRACT: We report results obtained from &
variable energy monoenergetic beam of positronium
(Ps). Ps was is formed by a charge transfer reaction
of positrons colliding with Ar gas atoms in a "gas
cell" with an efficiency of about 3 x 10~4. The beam
was used to measure the fraction, R, of specularly
reflected ortho-Ps from LiF(100). We found R
to peak at about 30% for 7eV Ps at a specular
scattering angle of 50° to 60°. At higher energies R
drops sharply to values around 0.5% near 60eV Ps.

Monoenergetic variable energy beams of Ps can
be valuable tools for a variety of studies in atomic
physics and surface physics.1'3 Several methods
of generating such a beam have been proposed
and demonstrated.3 We have constructed a Ps
beam to investigate the feasibility of low energy Ps
diffraction (LEPSD). This technique could supple-
ment LEED studies and neutral beam diffraction
measurements.4 Ps is expected to interact only
with the outermost surface layers unlike electrons
in LEED for which multiple layer scattering only
now can be calculated.* Neutral beam diffraction is
also very surface sensitive* but in order to obtain
a lA deBroglie wavelength He atoms for example
can only carry 0.025eV kinetic energy compared to
75eV for Ps atoms enabling more localised infor-
mation about the surface potential. Ps on the other
hand is only weakly bound and breaks up easily.
Thus the crucial question for LEPSD is whether the
reflectivity of surfaces is large enough to make such
studies possible with presently available beams.

The text will contain two main sections. In the
first one we will discuss the Ps beam and in the
second one results of Ps reflection measurements
from LiF(100) will be presented.

The Ps beam was constructed at the high in-
tensity monoenergetic positron beam facility at
Brookhaven National Laboratory. A detailed de-
scription of the positron beam can be found else-
where.' The isotope a4Cu embedded in 63Cu is used

as a source of positrons as well as the moderator.
We chose the "gas cell" approach to form a beam
of Ps because it provided a narrow energy distribu-
tion, collimation of the beam, and high efficiency.8"9

Ar gas is used because of its large Ps formation
cross section.10 No differential cross section val-
ues are available but theoretical calculations for He
and Hj indicate that they are peaked in forward
direction.n-1J The 25% fraction of Ps formed in
the singlet state decays too rapidly (r 1 5 = 125psec)
to contribute to the present measurements. The
ionization energy for Ar is Ey = 15.7eV and the
threshold for Ps creation lies at Eth = 8.9eV. Be-
yond 14.0eV excited state Ps* can be created and
at even higher energies E > 8.9+11.8 = 20.7e7 Ps
can be formed in a second collision following the
excitation of the Ar atom.

F i g u r e 1 — The experimental setup: jc - gas
cell, s - sample, t - tubes and grids, d • detectors, a -
annihilation plmte (see text).

These channels result in Ps with a kinetic energy
reduced by the amount required in the inelastic
process and thus contaminate the energy spectrum
of the beam. Lower energy Ps formed in multiple
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collision events tends to be not as collimated as the
primary, single collision Ps and contribute little to
the final Ps beam. In spite of the long lifetime of
some excited states of Ps, Ps* will not be present
in the Ps beam beyond an expected level of 5%
because of the larger size and thus increased break-
up cross section in tne gas. Thus we believe
that these contributions are very much smaller
than the various cross sections alone would predict.
This was confirmed by M. Charlton et. al.13 who
employ time-of-flight techniques to measure the
energy distribution of the Ps beam. Based on these
arguments the energy distribution of the Ps beam
can be inferred from that of the positron beam since
recoil effects are negligible.

Our gas cell and the experimental chamber are
shown in figure 1. To obtain a variable energy
Ps beam the potential of the electrically floating
gas cell (gc) was varied rather than the positron
beam energy in order to avoid retuning of the beam
for each energy. Potentials on tubes and grids (t)
at the entrance and at the exit of the gas cell
gate the flux of positrons. Two BGO scintillation
detectors (d) above and below an annihilation plate
(a) enable us to monitor annihilations of Ps at the
plate in coincidence. They can be rotated around
the center of the chamber where a sample (s) can
be inserted into the Ps beam. Lead and W shield
against annihilation radiation and a relative high
background due to the close location of the High
Flux Beam Reactor.

F i g u r e 2 — Ps formation efficiency of the g&s
cell. The data are taken from Pa annihilations at the
plate (0i + 8T = 180"), Solid line - smoothed values,
dashed lice - values corrected for decay in flight from
the gas cell exit.

In figure 2 we reproduce the Ps formation ef-
ficiency of the cell versus the inferred energy of
the Ps as seen by the detection system. The daita
were taken with Ar as the gas and at a pressure of

1x10 ZIOTT. The actual Ps production efficiency of
the gas cell has been reduced by the decay in flight
of Ps, which becomes less severe for higher energies.
At low pressures the intensity depends linearly on
the pressure, but as the pressure increases the in-
tensity will peak and eventually drop off as more
inelastic collisions attenuate the positron beam and
Ps break-up increases.

During reflection measurements the distance
that any Ps has to travel remains constant in-
dependent of the incident and reflected scattering
angles 8{ and 9T. Thus the reflection coefficient of
elastic scattering events can be obtained by taking
the ratio of the Ps rate at the angle $ = (?< + 9r

to that of the unscattered rate obtained with the
detectors at i> = 180° and the sample removed.
The ratio needs to be corrected for the fraction of
the Ps that actually hit the sample, rj) was held
constant while we rotated 8i about O.Stp for a reflec-
tion measurement rather than maintaining specular
condition of $ — 20< for different 0,, which was
unpractical due to the substantial shielding of the
detectors. Here the Ps energy was held constant.
Figure 3 shows a typical angle scan for LiF(lOO)
cleaved in air. We interpret the narrow width of
the specular reflection peak as evidence for elastic
scattering. It is about as wide as the estimated
angular spread of the incident Ps beam. Inelastic
events should result in a more diffuse pattern.

Sample angle 8j (degree)

F i g u r e 3 — Ps reflection from LiF(100). The
detector was in a fixed position (0,- +6T = ip = 100°)
while the sample was rotated.

In a second series of measurements we kept the
scattering angles constant at a specular condition
and varied the Ps energy (see figure 4). The
reflection coefficient for 5,- = 50.4° peaks at 30% ±
4% near 7eV and then drops off rapidly to values
near 0.5% at 60cV Ps, the largest investigated
energy. During all measurements the sample was



heated to 160°C ± 10°C or 300°C ± 10°C to avoid
charging of the surface and to reduce contamination
of the surface. After the experiments and an
exposure of the sample to air for several days
a distinct LEED pattern could still be observed
confirming its crystal structure.

Ep,-E,-Elh(eV)
100

F i g u r e 4 — Log of Ps reflection as a function of
the log of the Ps energy. The angles were kept fixed.
The sample was heated to 16O°C.

We have modeled the observed reflection values
by assuming plane waves of Ps incident upon a
complex potential step at the surface. While the
real part of the potential determines the threshold
for Ps entering the sample, the imaginary part
influences the amount of the absorbed part. The
latter can be expressed in terms of a mean free path
for Pa which turns out to be roughly constant and
A ss (0.75 ± 0.2)A above 20eV (see Ref. 4). This
and the absence of sharp Btagg peaks substantiate
the idea of Ps interacting only with the outermost
atoms of the LiF sample. A very broad Bragg
contribution cannot be ruled out, however.

In conclusion, we have constructed a variable
energy monoenergetic Ps beam and observed Ps
specular reflection from LiF. A search for diffrac-
tion patterns seems feasible in view of a reflection
coefficient of 0.5% to 30% below 60«V. Future work
will include the investigation of other types of sur-
faces as well as surfaces with adsorbates. Longer
term plans include a time-of-flight apparatus and a
more intense positron source and Ps beam.
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